
   
 
 
 

 
 

 
PARK & RECREATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING  

Monday, April 12, 2021 at 4:30 PM 
Caledonia Village Hall – 5043 Chester Lane  

 
THIS WILL BE AN IN-PERSON MEETING – MAX NUMBER OF ATTENDEES 16 

 
 

1. Call to Order 

2. Approval of Minutes  

3. Public Comment (2 minutes/person) 

4. Maintenance Report Update 

5. Caledonia Youth Baseball Agreement 

6. Joint Park 2021 Special Events  

7. Presentation Materials from Caledonia Conservancy 

8. New Business  

9. Adjournment 

 
 

Dated this April 9, 2021 
 
 

Joslyn Hoeffert  
Village Clerk 
 
 

                                                                       
Only committee members are expected to attend.  However, attendance by all Board members (including non-
members of the committee) is permitted.  If additional (non-committee) Board members attend, three or more Board 
members may be in attendance.  Section 19.82(2), Wisconsin Statutes, states as follows: 
 If one-half or more of the members of a governmental body are present, the 
 meeting is rebuttably presumed to be for the purposes of exercising the  
 responsibilities, authority, power or duties delegated to or vested in the body. 
To the extent that three or more members of the Caledonia Village Board actually attend, this meeting may be 
rebuttably presumed to be a “meeting” within the meaning of Wisconsin’s open meeting law.  Nevertheless, only the 
committee’s agenda will be discussed.  Only committee members will vote.  Board members who attend the 
committee meeting do so for the purpose of gathering information and possible discussion regarding the agenda.  No 
votes or other action will be taken by the Village Board at this meeting. 







































Ad Hoc King’s Corner Planning Group 

Marcia Wensing  --  Wendy McCalvy  --  Diana Lesnjak 

Assumptions discussed/ meeting notes from May 20, 2019: 

1. The land donated at King’s Corner is a valuable and visible CC property that can raise 
community awareness of the work and aims of the CC; and so stewardship, 
maintenance, and use development should be undertaken with sequential planning. 

2. There are three aspects of stewardship over any land conservancy that require direct 
attention:  1) ecology, 2) proposed clients/users, and 3) appropriate current and future 
site work.  All three must be consistently addressed.   

3. In any successful project plan, five planning benchmarks must be met for success 

VISION – for the project 
SKILLS – logistics of personnel / equipment 
INCENTIVES – to begin with the end in mind 
RESOURCES – financial and supply needs foreseen over time 
ACTION PLAN – lists; sequential tasks; the short and long views.   

 Without these benchmarks the risk is getting bogged down or even swamped.   



 King’s Corner Vision Statements, as follows. 

Vision for King’s Corner, Caledonia, mixed-ecology parkland at the northwest corner of 
Hwy.31 at Five Mile Road 

[Vision statement language is based directly on the June 30, 2018 King’s Corner Stewardship Plan, page 16, Restoration Goals.] 

o King’s Corner will serve as an AMBASSADOR LAND for the CC.  Creating a multi-
purpose and multi-age recreation zone will help to attract and serve the next 
generations of CC members and donors, as well as the general public. 

o Three elements will drive all planning. 
1. Enhance / repair the ecosystems at King’s Corner, enhancing wildlife, 

songbird, and pollinator habitat.  This may include but not be limited to: 
managing invasive species; removal or planting of trees, shrubs, flowers, 
grasses, etc.; terraforming as for a rain garden; repurposing fallen timber; 
and adhering to all pertinent state/federal statutes and regulations.  

2. Connect people of all ages to nature, creating an aesthetically pleasing 
diverse parkland with attention to varying types of recreation.  This may 
include but not be limited to: signage, horse and walking trails, play areas, 
wetland crossings, information kiosks, benches, tours, activities. 

3. Develop resources for creation, ongoing maintenance, and improvement of 
King’s Corner.  Creation of this recreation area will not be possible without 
attention to current and future logistic needs and hopes, included in an 
ACTION PLAN.  This may include but not be limited to: gifts, grants, 
allocations from CC funds, supply donations, fundraising events, task lists, 
many volunteers, professional assistance.  

o We will not ask more of the land than it can provide, nor will we change it more than 
what is necessary for those we foresee to use it.     

     



King’s Corner – Dream With Us !! 
King’s Corner has some fields and some woods.  It is not a park yet, and 
so we want to know what to have to make it a really good park.   
 

In the box below, draw what you want to see in your favorite park. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What things does the picture show that you like in the park? 
 
_________________________               _________________________ 
 
_________________________               _________________________ 
 
 
Which of these things do you want to do in your favorite park?  Mark your 
favorite ones. 
 
______  hike or walk on paths   ______  fly a kite 
 

______  run in a field    ______  play hide and seek 
 

______ make up a play to act out  ______  bring your dog 
 

______  climb on something   ______  have a picnic 

 



King’s Corner – Dream With Us !! 
King’s Corner property at 5 Mile Road and Highway 31 has both fields and woods, 
including some wetlands (but not a pond or river).  We are asking for your help in 
identifying what is ideal in a park you would go to for various activities.  Caledonia 
Conservancy volunteers want to make this your favorite park, if possible.     
 

Do you have a current favorite park?  (Name)__________________________ 
What things does your current favorite park or wild area have that you love?   
 

_________________________               _________________________ 
 

_________________________               _________________________ 
 
 
What are the activities you would enjoy in a truly nice park area?  Mark your 
favorite ones, then dream up and add your own ideas.  We want your ideas!    
 
______  hike or walk on paths   ______  fly a kite 
 

______  play in the field / frisbee/ball ______  identify birds or plants 
 

______  act or sing in an outdoor theater ______  bring your dog 
 

______  climb on something   ______  have a picnic 
 
_______build a hiding place__________________      
 _________________________ 
 
_________________________    _________________________  
 
Now take a look at the card with the colored pictures of things in other 
Nature Parks. Put a check mark next to ones that appeal to you. 
 
Do you have any other comments about planning for a whole new PARK in 
Caledonia?  Write below.  THANK YOU!          



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Restoration Ecology 
Caledonia Conservancy Restoration Plan 

Dr. David Rogers 
May 17, 2019 

 
 
 

By: Nik Chapman, Sydney Johnson, Jack Meade, Dom Hammudeh 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Restoration Objectives and Plan for The Caledonia Conservancy: King’s Corner 
 
Goals and Objectives: 

There are various goals and objectives for our clients at King’s Corner, The Caledonia 

Conservancy. Above all, this location is to be used for recreational activity, particularly 

horseback riding on the clear trails. Since many of the hard-working volunteers at King’s Corner 

are avid horseback riders, this is of huge importance. For those who are not equestrians, the trails 

may be used for walking, jogging and general exploring. People are welcome to bring their 

children of course, and even their pets. The influx of visitors will provide ample opportunity for 

education on topics the visitors may otherwise not know about. We are proposing signs for 

education much like the signs in Tabor Woods. The signs would not only provide information 

but make the experience more fun for families with a hands-on learning experience. In addition 

to families, it would be wonderful to welcome schools in the area for field trips to this location 

once restored. For all visitors, riders and walkers alike, we want a beautiful location. To do this, 

we must restore the land and provide habitat for species of interest. This means clearing all of the 

unsightly invasive brush along with the dead ash and planting oak as well as plants that attract 

pollinators. In doing this, we kill two birds with one stone as the land restoration will not only 

provide habitat but make the area more aesthetically pleasing to the human eye. We want to give 

people something to see, talk about and spread the word generating support for The Caledonia 

Conservancy. The mixture of a small prairie area, wetland and forest will make this location as 

unique as it would be diverse. People can go from seeing monarchs scattered in the milkweed in 

the prairie at first glance, to then seeing the lovely wetland and its flowering plants, then finally 

take a walk or ride through the forest and see hummingbirds nesting in the oak. Another goal was 

to aid in providing a corridor from Walworth County to Racine County for cranes. The wetland 

would be a great habitat area for this threatened species. If the area is to be beautified and 

improved for humans, it should be made functional as habitat for the animals who need it most as 

well.  

 

History 

Caledonia Conservancy is in ownership of several properties, 6 of which were researched 

for this project.  McCalvy Tabor Wood, Short Road Trail Head, Gordon Tabor Wood, 

Neighborhood Central Walk Robin’s prairie and our most focused site, King’s Corner, had 



historical data as to what the properties were post European settlement. The Tabor Wood parcels 

were recorded as “Unknown Oak” forests by the Bordner map provided by our GIS research, 

which we used loosely as a reference site toward our oak forest restoration plans for King’s 

Corner.  Robin’s prairie, Central Walk, Short Road Trail and King’s Corner were all historically 

cleared cropland post settlement, King’s Corner also serving as a pasture site for farmland.   

 King’s Corner, our target parcel, had seen transformations through history, starting with 

the 1836 Public Land Survey field notes that we were able to locate through ArcGIS. Recorded 

vegetation included elm, beech, white ash, white & black oak, sugar maple and hickory trees.  

These recordings validate our theory that Tabor Woods and King’s Corner were connected 

historically, due to the likeness of the vegetation that exists in Tabor Woods today, which is 

similar to the historical recordings of the King’s Corner parcel.  As mentioned, once settlers 

transformed the landscape, King’s Corner was converted into agricultural land, cropland and 

pastureland.   Throughout the 1900’s, the land had been abandoned from it’s farmland 

components, and had been left to grow into what it is today.  From 1978-1999, aerial photos 

portray the distinct transformations, which are displayed on our poster, from a cleared, flat area 

of no vegetation to 1999, where patches of vegetation had begun to take to the emptied 

landscape. This makes for an interesting inventory of what is currently there, which presented 

itself to be a confused mixture of invasive species, wetland and forest vegetation.  

 

Species Inventories, Focal Species, Soil  

Currently, King’s Corner is overrun with a large amount of buckthorn (Rhamnus 

cathartica), multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora), and dogwood (Cornus alba), which are mainly 

located in the woodland ecosystem. The area deemed as, pastureland, or potential prairie or 

wetland has an abundance of reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea), which is also considered 

an invader of wetter areas.  These species have a negative impact on newly or established 

vegetation in King’s Corner.  The most common species of trees were the green ash, Scot’s pine, 

juniper, ornamental pear, nannyberry, hawthorn and crab apple.  In the wetland delineated areas, 

there were exemplar species of willow trees, which, once restored could be an attraction for 

visitors of the area. King’s Corner is unique, in that, it has potential to have three healthy 

ecosystems that will promote the integration of rare or focal species. The focal species of the 

prairie section of King’s Corner are pollinator species, in this case, insects. The two most 



important species that should be considered in that respect are the bumblebee and the monarch 

butterfly. These are excellent species for restoration initiatives due to the positive impact they 

bring to prairieland plants, which are notorious for having low self-pollination rates. These 

insects are primary pollinators of both vascular and woody plants. Bumblebees and monarchs 

help increase the genetic diversity of those species through pollination. Milkweed is the primary 

food source for Monarchs at all stages of growth. The focal species to be considered for the 

wetland restoration component of this project are the Sandhill Crane and Wood Duck. Both of 

these species are iconic to Wisconsin wetlands and are often the most popular species when 

picturing a Wisconsin wetland. Sandhill cranes use Wisconsin wetland as breeding grounds. The 

marsh-like conditions of King’s Corner wetlands would be a prime spot to observe the breeding 

of Sandhill cranes. Sandhill crane prefer wetland close to dry woodland as nesting grounds, 

leaving King’s Corner to be a potential hotspot for that phenomena, attracting many tourists.  A 

common local species to consider bringing to these wetlands would also be the sandpiper due to 

the proximity to the beaches of Lake Michigan. When considering woodland restoration, it 

would be wise to bring the large flowered trillium and white oak into King’s Corner forests. Both 

species are historically known to the area and both species are great to consider due to their 

abilities to thrive in disturbed areas. When the removal of the invasive species takes place 

planting white oak would be a very smart idea due to its adaptability. White oaks would thrive in 

the mesic landscape of king’s corner and would attract many diverse species such as 

hummingbirds. Large Flowered trillium would be great for the area due the plants interaction 

with newly grown forest and many of the insects discussed in the pollinator species of King’s 

Corner. It promotes biodiversity and is a beautiful edition to any landscape. These focal species 

when implemented properly could can the entire landscape of King’s Corner and promote an 

aesthetic diverse environment. 

As mentioned, King’s Corner had prime areas for wetland restoration, which are areas 

that of great concern for not only environmentalists, but as well as the government.  Show in 

Figure 4, we can see a layer on this map outlining the area for potential wetland marked in 

ArcGIS from collected data.  Figure 5 represents the mosaic of soil types inlaid over King’s 

Corner, which can be classified by soil units which are defined by the USDA survey of soil 

classification of Racine and Kenosha.  This information will be useful when choosing vegetation 

to plant in each restored unit.  



Management Units: 

The king’s corner parcel is broken into three restoration units as depicted in in figure 1.  

These units are classified as the wetland unit, woodland unit, and prairie unit.  The wetland unit 

boundaries were determined from the Wisconsin Wetland Inventory Geodatabase provided by 

the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR, 2015).  However, if localized wetland 

delineation boundaries are available for the Kings’ corner parcel, they should be utilized as the 

boundaries for the wetland restoration unit.  Otherwise, the proposed wetland restoration unit 

encompasses most of the central and southern portions of the parcel. The woodland restoration 

unit is located in the Northwestern portion of parcel, west of the parking lot and western 

boundary of the wetland unit.  The Prairie Restoration Unit is located in the Northeastern portion 

of the parcel, east of the eastern edge of the wetland unit. Restoration plan recommendations 

have been designed and discussed below for each of the restoration units. 

Wetland Unit: 

         According to the Wisconsin DNR’s Wetland Inventory Geodatabase, the wetland 

restoration unit located on the King’s Corner parcel is classified as a broad-leaved deciduous 

wetland (DNR, 2015).  Moreover, the National Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) states that red 

maple (Acer rubrum), American elm (Ulmus americana), swamp white oak (Quercus bicolor), 

overcup oak (Q. lyrata), and basket oak (Q. michauxii) are among the expected dominant species 

(Cowardin, 1979).  Among these species characteristic of a broad-leaved deciduous wetland are 

silver maple (Acer saccharinum), cottonwood (Populus deltoides), willows (Salix sp.), and 

Viburnum dentatum.  In order to promote the growth of these species within the wetland unit of 

King’s Corner, several strategies should be implemented. 

         Of primary concern within this unit is the presence of numerous dominating invasive 

species.  More specifically, European buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica), bella honeysuckle 

(Lonicera x bella), and multiflora rose (Rosa Multiflora).  The removal and continual 

suppression of these species are of primary concern.  Invasive species removal is most efficiently 

carried out by hiring a properly licensed restoration company to exterminate the invasive species.  

According to an online quote from Midwest Prairies LLC., buckthorn removal will cost a 

minimum of $1650 per acre for hand clearing and stump treatment.  Another less effective 

management strategy for invasive species would be to organize volunteering events.  However, 

without proper licensing, herbicide cannot be applied to the stumps and it would be difficult to 



make a significant impact on the population of buckthorn present at King’s Corner via this 

method alone.  The alternative and most opportune restoration strategy for the forested wetland 

unit of King’s Corner would be to clear-cut the entire area and manage for characteristic broad-

leaved deciduous wetland species. This procedure could cost approximately $3,000 dollars per 

acre.  

         Another simple and cost-effective restoration effort that would produce relatively quick 

and charismatic results would be to purchase seed mix rated for wet, and spread it throughout the 

open portion of the wetland unit that comprises the units eastern half.  Such a seed mix may be 

the Tall Sedge Meadow mix from Prairie Moon Nursery, of which the species are listed in Figure 

2. This seed mix in particular is pollinator friendly and would cost approximately $1500 per acre. 

  

Woodland Unit: 

         As discussed in the history section of this proposal, Kings Corner was historically 

classified as an Oak Hickory woodland dominated by American elm, beech, white ash, white & 

black oak, sugar maple and hickory trees.  Therefore, the ideal restoration strategies to be 

implemented would aim to promote the regeneration of these species.  The species of primary 

concern for an Oak Hickory woodland restoration are white oak (Quercus alba) and shagbark 

hickory (Carya ovata).  In contributing to the restoration of the ever-depleting presence of Oak 

Hickory woodlands, the Caledonia Conservancy would be at the forefront of modern restorative 

efforts.  However, due to the fragility of Oak Hickory woodland restoration projects, we 

recommend conducting several experiments with differing variables on plots within the King’s 

Corner woodland unit in order to gain an understanding of the variables that will contribute 

greatest to local white oak regeneration.  Once a firm understanding of what is going to 

contribute to white oak regeneration is gained, these variables may be adapted to promote white 

oak regeneration across the entirety of the woodland unit. However, invasive species should be 

exterminated and suppressed via the same remediation procedures proposed in the wetland 

restoration plan prior to the broad application of regenerative efforts. 

         White Oak regeneration plot 1: 

         In order to gauge base level success of white oak generation, a plot should be designated 

without altering any variables.  Oak saplings should be transplanted into a plot that has been 

clear cut with disturbed soil and placed 10 feet apart in rows that are 8 feet apart (Dickmann, 



1997).  Ideally the plot would be fenced off to prevent herbivory and managed to prevent 

invasion from invasive species.  The plot may vary in size based on discretion, but it is proposed 

that 10 saplings be planted in the manner discussed per plot.  Initial height and diameter should 

be measured and recorded for each tree, and then remeasured biannually in order gauge the trees 

growth rate. 

         White Oak regeneration plot 2: 

         It is proposed that a plot be designated to test the effect of introduced soil on white oak 

regeneration.  Enough topsoil to cover the plots surface area would be transplanted from a 

designated area of Tabor Woods and placed in a plot designed in the same manner as plot 1.  The 

soil would then be mixed in with the native topsoil and white oak saplings would be dispersed 

and measured in the same manner as in plot 1.  The hypothesis behind this proposed 

experimental plot is founded on emerging research on the soil ecosystems effect on plant 

production and fertility.  It is expected that because Tabor Woods is already a successful stand of 

Oak Hickory woodland, that the soils biological community of bacteria and fungi will support 

white oak regeneration. 

         White Oak regeneration plot 3: 

         According to a study published regarding oak regeneration beneath stands of scots pine 

(Pinus sylvestris), successful sapling generation under such stands occur while beneath the 

canopy or in areas exposed by gaps in canopy (Dobrowolska, 2006).  However, for optimal oak 

regeneration, the study suggests that areas with the greatest gaps in canopy should be targeted 

(Dobrowolska, 2006). Therefore, the portion of the King’s Corner Woodland Unit that consists 

primarily of scots pine located along five mile road and just west of center poses a promising 

opportunity for white oak regeneration.  It is proposed that white oak saplings be planted 

throughout the stand of scots pine no closer than 8 feet apart and monitored in accord with 

experimental plots 1 and 2.  Moreover, if resources are limited, it is suggested that the available 

saplings be planted in areas of greatest canopy exposure within the scots pine stand. 

Prairie Unit: 

         Restoration of the prairie unit of King’s Corner promises a cost effective and charismatic 

addition to the local ecosystem and the Caledonia Conservancy.  This portion of the parcel is 

located along highway 31 and is currently characteristic of an abandoned field that has not yet 

become dominated by forest.  This manifests a great opportunity for a successful prairie 



restoration that would not only contribute to regenerating a depleting habitat necessary for the 

livelihood of our beloved pollinators such as bees and hummingbirds but would also attract 

public attention to the Caledonia Conservancy through its attractive beauty. 

         Restoring this land into a prairie may be as simple as purchasing seed and spreading it 

equally across the landscape.  Prairie seed mixes such as Tall Grass Prairie seed mix from Prairie 

Moon Nursery may be purchased for approximately $1700 per acre.  If premium seed mixes such 

as this are out of budget, there are more affordable seed mixes available through Prairie Moon 

Nursery such as their Short Grass Inexpensive Prairie seed mix which costs approximately $600 

per acre.  A comparison of species lists for both of these seed mixes is depicted in Figure 3.  For 

optimal productivity, it is proposed that a thin layer of straw held down by staked netting or 

mulch lain over the seed to prevent loss of seed through surface runoff and to prevent the out-

competition of prairie seed by invasive species.  Moreover, if the proposed invasive remediation 

procedure of clear cutting is undertaken, the mulch derived from that process may be utilized 

within the prairie restoration. 

         Continual monitoring and management is of utmost importance following any of the 

restorative efforts proposed in this document, but it is especially important for the prairie 

restoration.  Prairies require frequent disturbance to suppress invasion and prompt native growth.  

The most effective applied disturbance is through prescribed burning.  According to a survey 

conducted by the Nation Forest Service, the average cost for prescribed natural burning of 

grassland was approximately $60 per acre (Cleaves, 1999).  Another less effective disturbance 

method would be to mow the entirety of the prairie.  Disturbances such as these should be 

conducted annually every fall for the first few years of the prairie restoration, after which the 

disturbance frequency may be switch to biannually.   

 Successful forest restoration will rely on frequent upkeep, such as pruning young trees, 

protecting young saplings from browse and controlling invasive species, which will increase 

competition to desired species.  

 

Funding  

 Unfortunately, this is quite a project that will not get done without funding. On the bright 

side, there are many ways to obtain funding. A very exciting and important point is that on The 

Caledonia Conservancy website list of sponsors, SC Johnson is listed. This is obviously a major 



company known to fund various projects for the benefit of the citizens of Racine County. Any 

Racine resident can tell you of their reputation as being extremely generous. Because they 

receive so much publicity for their contributions to projects in Racine, they may not only provide 

a significant amount of funding but also spread the word of this excellent, diverse location. For 

these reasons, SC Johnson should be the first contributor to approach for a donation. It should be 

kept in mind that while they are a major sponsor, they are certainly not the only sponsor of The 

Caledonia Conservancy. It is important to keep reaching out to current sponsors and other 

potential future sponsors. Grant application is another great, feasible option of gathering the 

means to undertake a project of this magnitude. While there are many grants available, we have 

focused on three in particular. The first grant program we would like to call attention to is the 

Knowles-Nelson Stewardship NCO. Eligible applicants for this program are non-profit 

conservation organizations, much like The Caledonia Conservancy. We believe King’s Corner 

fits the best under the habitat and natural area subprogram. However, all of the subprograms are 

a possible fit for the area given its diversity. There are even grant specialists available through 

the DNR to help discuss requirements. However, that is not only a resource available for this 

grant in particular, but any grant through the DNR’s website, which is all three of the programs 

we suggest. This resource of having a DNR representative available makes one less hoop to jump 

through in this project. The Wisconsin Wetland Conservation Trust is another great, viable 

program option for this project as they offer plenty of standard grants easier to obtain than many 

other grants. Due to the wetland on the property of King’s Corner, The Caledonia Conservancy 

should be eligible for this program. Urban forestry grants are another option on the DNR 

website, although seemingly more competitive than the other two programs. That is not to be 

discouraging though, as the large amount of dead ash and random pine make King’s Corner a 

great candidate for a forestry grant. The DNR wants to see more properties like Tabor Woods, 

which is the ultimate goal of this restoration. This should be worked to our advantage. Based on 

the website, a startup grant should be much easier to obtain through this program especially 

considering there is not much more of a start than King’s Corner. The CC is quite literally 

starting from scratch with this property.  
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Figures 
 

 
Figure 1: 

 
This figure shows the proposed restoration units within the King’s Corner parcel. 

 



Figure 2: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 3: 

  
 
 
 



Figure 4: 

 
This figure shows the wetland area of King’s Corner according to to the Wisconsin Wetland 
Inventory Geodatabase.  
 
Figure 5:  

 
This figure represents a mosaic of soil types of King’s Corner.  Soil units can be classified by the 
USDA soil survey of Kenosha and Racine. 
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_MANUSCRIPTS/wisconsin/kenosharacineWI1970/ken
osharacineWI1970.pdf 







Ambassador Landscapes: 
Connecting people to the land 

1 

Part Two: 
Prioritizing, Planning and 

Designing  
Ambassador Landscapes 

March 26, 2013 
 

Call-in number: 
712-432-0111 

64-80-53# 
 

Judy Anderson, Community Consultants 
andersonj@nycap.rr.com 
518-758-7226 

mailto:andersonj@nycap.rr.com


Recap: 
Why do we need Ambassador Landscapes? 

2 

• Who will support conservation 
in 20 years? 

• How will conservation be 
relevant—meaning—how will it 
enrich the average person’s life 
in a tangible way? 

…The only way to protect wilderness in the long run is to build a 
constituency for it, to grow the number of people who revel in 
camping under the stars...  
 
–Nicolas Kristof, The New York Times, 2011 



Key elements 

• Bring conservation to 
people…keep it “close to 
home” 

• Road frontage, easy parking 

• Open and shaded aspects 

• Space for gathering, 
periodically 

• Safe for kids, people NEW to 
conservation lands 

3 



4 

What “stories” are you telling with  
your land protection decisions? 

Where are the people 
now? 
Where will they be? 

Proximity Matters… 



Its job is connect people to the land… 
build a sense of community 

• Bring people toward 
fragile areas…so they love 
them 

• Offer programs 
throughout the year 

• Look for ways to provide 
memories 

• Allow them to create 
things… 

 
5 



Choose the right site for the right purpose 

• What are you trying to do? 

• What are the site’s constraints? 

• What could be vs. what is there 
now? 

• How to keep is simple? 

6 
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Old 
house 
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Manage for your values, their values 

• Are you the “no” 
organization? 

• Can you lead, rather than 
reprimand? 

• How can you encourage 
greater appreciation? 

• How do your programs 
interface? 

9 



The design is as important as the “what” 

• Who will use the land, how? 

• Programs? 

• Events? 

• Family recreation? 

 

10 

How are the needs different?  
Can one Ambassador Landscape meet 
the needs? 



Adding Community Relevance into your  
Project Selection Criteria 

• What would you look for? 

• What would you consider  
a success? 

• What would take “vision”? 

• What would be “obvious”? 

11 

What proactive cultivation work 
would you need to do, if any? 



What do people want? 

12 

• Conservation next to 
schools, daycare? 

• Parks, trails? 
• Places to walk and play 

with dogs? 
• Water access? 
• Food? Farmer’s markets? 
• Community gardens? 
• Fly kites? See birds? 

Will your brand be “responsive”? 



Take an inventory: 
What landscapes does a community have? 

1. People need emotional 
connections to different 
landscapes 

2. Create a sense of community 
pride 

3. Bring the landscapes to 
“them” 

4. Envision what is possible 

13 
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Vision: 
 
• Need 
• Partners 
• Underserved 
• Opportunity 
• Connections 
• Passion 
• New-passion 

 
Organizational 
Impact: 
 
What pace? 
For whom? 
What legacy? 
For what change? 
With whom? 
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Today: A starting point, using King’s Corner 
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Ambassador Landscapes: 
 

Whom are you serving? Who could you be serving? 
What will conservation in perpetuity mean? 
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Context of King’s Corner: Caledonia Conservancy 
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Understand the context of 
an Ambassador 
Landscape: micro-macro 
 
1. Roads, access 
2. Neighbors, boundaries 
3. Opportunities for future conservation 
4. Diversity of experience 
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1. Try and respect their views 
2. Design so as not to encourage trespass 
3. Avoid locating trails on boundaries 
4. Consider safety of roads, create “defensible boundaries”. 

 

Neighbor-friendly planning: 

? 



What do you need to consider? 

• Family-friendly space 

• Tick concerns  
(trail design, gathering areas) 

• Safety related to “scary people” 

• “Way finding”—do people 
know where they are? 

• “I’m bored”… design for interest 
of kids 

20 



Planning for basic improvements 

• What is around the area?  

• What would be compatible, and low 
maintenance? 

21 



What will it “feel” like? Trails 

22 

What is the character of the 
trails?  How will they: 
 
a. Feel welcoming to new 

people? 
b. Capture interest year-

round? 
c. Work for people of all 

ages? 
d. Inspire new “seeing” and 

understanding? 
e. Foster greater 

connections with people? 



Infrastructure:  
Keep it simple 

23 



What tone are you establishing? 

24 



Upkeep--critical 

• Trails, infrastructure need to 
build trust 

• Easy to maintain, low-cost to 
maintain 

• Built with recognition that 
kids get “bored” 

25 



Family-friendly spaces: 

• Mowed or looks safe and 
inviting-easy to maintain 

• Not too hot in the summer 

• Variety of experiences 

26 
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Think about uses, audiences 
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What uses will you prioritize, where? 

• Ambassador landscape, 
connecting new people to 
the land. 

• Continuing to connect kids 
and families (extension of 
the educational programs?) 

• School trips? Buses? 

• Different lands, different uses 

29 



Building Trust: How will you institutionalize this? 

30 

 
Where can I go? 
Am I important? 
Am I welcome? 

 



Often small properties can’t be all things to all 
users… 

Given that you are a land trust that has a horse legacy, 
but is not an equine conservancy… 

• Where will horses be able to go? 

• Where will there be non-horse properties and why? 

• Logical, thoughtful, strategic decisions. 
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Build a budget, phase your vision 

• Phase One: {which is phased} 
What you need for a good experience. 

a. Parking area, road safety 

b. Kiosk, basic info in kiosk-trail map 

c. Well marked trails 

d. Entrance sign 

e. Website featuring it 

f. Simple upkeep plan 

32 
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Develop the fundraising plan, momentum 

1. What is the vision—what is 

the need? 

2. Who are you serving? 

3. So What, Who Cares? 

4. Why is this exciting to ME? 

5. Is there something specific I 

can help with?  



Start from the “inside out” 

• Create the simple design 
(phase one, other phases if 
needed). 

• Get the trails in shape, mark 
them 

• Build the kiosk and entrance 
sign parts—don’t install yet 

• Create the maps 
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Phasing improvements 

• Finalize bids, work order for 
parking area 

• Install road fencing 

• Mow trails, etc.—get ready 

• Last: Install parking area and 
entrance sign, after Kiosk, etc.  

• [install benches, etc. as possible] 

 

Phase Two…as needed 
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Summary and Questions? 

• What resonated? 

• What do you need more 
clarity on? 

• What are your next steps? 

• How can I help? 

36 
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October 27th, 2015 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
R.A. Smith National, Inc. (RASN) is pleased to provide this Wetland Delineation Report for the approximately  
35.13-acre “Kings Corner” property located southwest of the STH 31 (Green Bay Rd) and Five Mile Road 
intersection the Village of Caledonia, Racine County, Wisconsin (Figure 1).  The Study Area is more specifically 
located in the NE ¼ of Section 24, Township 4 North, Range 22 East.  The delineation was completed at the 
request of the Caledonia Conservancy.    
 
The purpose of the wetland delineation was to identify the proximity and extent of wetlands to assess the potential 
for a future park development project.  One (1) wetland, hereby referred to as “W-1”, was identified within the 
Study Area (Appendix 1, Figure 2).    The total acreage of W-1 within the Study Area is 9.03 acres.  The wetland 
is associated with an intermittent tributary that flows easterly, then turns southerly and ultimately empties into the 
Root River.  This delineation is presented here in terms of qualifications, methodology, results, and conclusions. 
 

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 
 
Ms. Heather Patti, PWS and Ecologist with RASN, was the technical lead and author on this delineation project.  
Heather earned a Masters Degree in Botany and a minor in Ecology from North Carolina State University.  Ms. 
Patti is experienced with a variety of aspects of ecological restoration, including wetland, mixed hardwood, and 
prairie restoration.  She provides over 15 years of experience in wetland delineation, assessment, and mitigation.  
Ms. Patti attended the Basic & Advanced Wetland Delineation course offered by UW-LaCrosse in 2005 & 2013, 
became a WDNR Assured Wetland Delineator in 2009, and attended the Hydric Soil Identification Course offered 
by UW-LaCrosse in 2011.  
 
 

WETLAND DELINEATION METHODOLOGY 
 
The wetland delineation consisted of a review of available maps and information followed by a site visit to 
document field conditions.  The presence and absence of hydrophytic vegetation, wetland hydrology, and hydric 
soil indicators were documented using methodology defined in the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 1987 
Wetland Delineation Manual, Regional Supplement to the 1987 Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: 
Midwest Region (Midwest Supplement) (USACE ERDC, 2010) and Guidance for Submittal of Delineation 
Reports to the St. Paul District Army Corps of Engineers and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
(USACE St. Paul District, 2015).  See References section for a complete list of guidance and sources utilized. 
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Vegetation  
At the sample plots, herbaceous, shrub/sapling, tree and vine strata were typically measured using 5-foot, 15-foot 
and 30-foot radius plots, respectively.  However, plot sizes were sometimes adjusted to fit the plant community.  
Percent cover was visually estimated within the plots and dominant species were determined by applying the 
50/20 rule and/or Prevalence Index.  The National Wetland Plant List: 2013 wetland ratings (Lichvar, 2013) was 
used to determine the wetland indicator status of observed vegetation.   
 
Hydrology 
The nearest available Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) WETS Table and the National 
Atmospheric and Oceanic Organization (NOAA) Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service were analyzed to 
determine the antecedent hydrologic condition of the Study Area.  Inundation, water table and/or saturation were 
measured at the sample plots, if present.  Soil pits were generally left open for 15-30 minutes prior to 
measurement to allow for the normalization of water level.  Primary and secondary indicators of wetland 
hydrology were investigated and if present were noted on the data sheets. 
 
Soils 
At the sample plots, a soil pit was excavated to a depth of at least 20 inches, where possible.  If greater than a few 
inches of inundation is present, the soil profile is usually unable to be observed.  The color and texture of the soil 
matrix and associated mottling was recorded for each observed soil layer within the pit.  The Munsell Soil Color 
Book was used to determine the color of observed moist soils.  The soil was analyzed for hydric soil 
characteristics and, if met, hydric soil(s) was/were indicated on the data sheets. 
 
Sources Reviewed 
The United States Geological Survey (USGS) Topographic Map (Appendix 1, Figure 1), a two-foot contour map 
(Appendix 1, Figure 2), the WDNR Surface Water Data Viewer Map which includes the NRCS Soil Survey and 
Wisconsin Wetland Inventory (WWI) (Appendix 1, Figure 3), aerial photos from the years 2000, 2005, and 2010 
(Appendix 1, Figures 4A-C), and a 90-Day Departure from Normal Precipitation Map (Appendix 1, Figure 5), 
were reviewed prior to the wetland delineation in order to gain familiarity with the site’s topography, wetland 
history, soils, and past land uses.  
 

RESULTS 
 
Existing Environmental Mapping 
The USGS topographic map shows the general location of the Study Area and shows that the nearest mapped 
waterway flows through the Study Area (Appendix 1, Figure 1).  As shown on the two-foot contour map 
(Appendix 1, Figure 4C), the land within the Study Area is gently rolling and ranges in elevation from 680 to 717 
feet above mean sea level with the highest point in the northwestern portion of the Study Area and the lowest 
point in the southeastern portion within wetland W-1.    
     
The WDNR Surface Water Data Viewer indicates the presence of one intermittent tributary associated with a 
forested/shrub-dominated wetland that corresponds to delineated wetland W-1 (Appendix 1, Figure 3).  The 
wetland is classified as T3K & E2K, meaning  Forested (T), Broad-leaved deciduous (3), Wet soil, Palustrine (K) 
and Emergent/ wet meadow (E), Narrow-leaved Persistent (2) Wet soil, Palustrine (K).  The area identified and 
delineated by RASN as W-1 is in the same general location as the WWI mapped wetland with minor 
discrepancies. The discrepancies between the WDNR map and RASN’s delineated boundaries are attributed to the 
level of wetland delineation employed during the investigation.  The presence of wetlands as determined by 
examination of aerial photography are not as accurate as physical examination of site conditions using methods 
outlined in the 1987 Corps annual and its Midwest Supplement.   
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The NRCS Web Soil Survey indicates the presence of five mapped soils within the Study Area (Table 1 and 
Appendix 1, Figure 3).  Ashkum silty clay loam (AtA) is a hydric soil, and Blount silt loam (BlA) is listed as 
containing inclusions of hydric soils in depressions. 
 
Table 1.  Mapped Soils within Study Area.  
Soil Unit Name (Symbol) Hydric Inclusion Drainage Class Percent of Study Area 

Ashkum silty clay loam, 0-2% slopes 
(AtA)  97% Ashkum Poorly to very poorly 

drained 20.6% 

Blount silt  loam, 1-3% slopes (BlA)  
 
 
Hebron loam, 2-6% slopes (HeB2)      
 
Morley silt loam 2-6% slopes (MzdB)     
 
Morley silt loam 2-6% slopes, eroded 
(MzdB2)     
                    

    5% Ashkum 
 
 
          - 
 
          - 
 
          - 
 
                      

   Somewhat poorly drained 
 
 
    Moderately well drained 
 
              Well drained 
 
              Well drained 
 
 

19.9% 
 
 

7.9% 
 

16.6% 
 

                    35.0% 
 
                    

    
$ WDNR Wetland Indicator Soil  
† NRCS Listed Hydric Soil 
 
Based on a review of aerial photographs from 2000, 2005, and 2010, little land use change has occurred within 
the Study Area (Appendix 1, Figures 4A-C).  The eastern portion of the Study Area started to become 
occasionally mowed over the last 3-5 years.  The intermittent waterway is visible as a dark linear tone in the 
central and southern portion of the Study Area, and the area delineated as W-1 is difficult to discern on any of the 
aerials due to vegetative cover.     
  
Antecedent Hydrologic Condition 
Based on the WETS Analysis Worksheet in Appendix 2, precipitation was within the normal range for the months 
of May through July.  NOAA’s Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service Map (Appendix 1, Figure 5) which 
analyzes precipitation data exactly 90 days prior to the date of the site visit indicated that climatic conditions were 
drier than normal. According to the Daily Precipitation Table in Appendix 2, there was 2.69 inches of 
precipitation recorded in August prior to the site visit.    
 
Field Investigation 
All areas called out as wetland or containing wetland indicators on the above-mentioned maps were evaluated in 
the field.  A total of twelve (12) sample plots were examined and one (1) wetland was delineated and GPS-
mapped by RASN (Appendix 1, Figure 2).  Photos were taken of W-1 and the adjacent upland and are included in 
Appendix 3.  Pink wire flags with the words “Wetland Delineation” were used to mark wetland boundaries.  
Consecutively numbered orange wire flags were used to mark sample plots along the wetland boundary and other 
areas examined.  The data sheets were compiled and are included in Appendix 4.  The following is a detailed 
description of the delineated wetland:  
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Wetland 1 – Hardwood Swamp/Fresh (wet) meadow/Sedge meadow/Cattail marsh 

 
W-1 is a 9.03-acre hardwood swamp/fresh (wet) meadow/sedge meadow/cattail marsh complex located within the 
central and southern portions of the Study Area (Appendix 1, Figure 2).  This wetland is associated with an 
intermittent, un-named tributary to the Root River that continues southward, off site and east of STH 31. 
Dominant wetland vegetation includes box elder (Acer negundo) and green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica) in the 
tree canopy, common buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica), red-osier dogwood (Cornus alba) and grey dogwood 
(Cornus racemosa) in the shrub layer, and reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea), orange jewelweed 
(Impatiens capensis), Bebb’s sedge (Carex bebbii), broad-leaved woolly sedge (Carex pellita), smooth goldenrod 
(Solidago gigantea) and white avens (Geum canadense) in the herbaceous layer.   
 
The upland plant community around wetland W-1 is dominated by basswood (Tilia americana), green ash, black 
cherry (Prunus serotina) and red pine (Pinus rubra) in the tree canopy, common buckthorn, multiflora rose (Rosa 
multiflora), hybrid bush honeysuckle (Lonicera x bella), and grey dogwood in the shrub layer, and white avens, 
(Geum canadense), Canada goldenrod (Solidago canadensis), limestone meadow sedge (Carex granularis), and 
Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis) in the herbaceous layer.  As mentioned earlier, the eastern portion of the 
Study Area is occasionally mowed, and equestrian trails are mowed throughout the Study Area (refer to Site 
Photographs in the Appendices).   
 
Hydrology in W-1 is sustained by surface water runoff from the surrounding upland landscape and baseflow of 
the un-named tributary.  Physical on-site evidence of wetland hydrology within W-1 included oxidized 
rhizospheres on living roots, crayfish burrows, drainage patterns, geomorphic position, and a positive FAC-
Neutral test.   
 
In general, there was a subtle shift in topography and distinctive shift in vegetation along the boundary of wetland 
W-1.    Additionally, hydrology indicators and hydric soils were absent in the representative upland data points 
versus the wetland data points. 
 
According to the NRCS Soil Survey of Racine County, Ashkum silty clay loam, 0-2% slopes (AtA) is the mapped 
soil type within W-1.   The NRCS hydric soil list classifies Ashkum silty clay loam as a poorly drained, hydric 
soil.  The wetland soil profiles met the F6 (Redox Dark Surface) NRCS Hydric Soil Indicator and contained both 
silty clay loam and clay loam textures.  The upland data points near W-1 lacked hydric soil indicators.   
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the wetland assessment completed by RASN, one (1) wetland was identified within the Study Area 
(Figure 2).  The total acreage of W-1 within the Study Area is 9.03 acres.  The wetland is associated with a 
mapped, intermittent tributary to the Root River, and the tributary continues off-site to the south and east. 
 
RASN ecologists are required by the WDNR to provide their professional judgment on wetland susceptibility per 
revised NR 151 guidance (Guidance #3800-2015-02) (Appendix 5). It is RASN’s professional opinion that W-1 
would best fit into the “moderately susceptible” category for NR 151 setback purposes.  
 
Heather Patti, lead delineator, is an Assured Delineator as explained at the WDNR web site, 
http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/wetlands/assurance.html.  The WDNR considers Ms. Patti’s wetland delineation work to 
be "Assured" for purposes of Wisconsin waterway and wetland permits, such that her clients do not need to wait 
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for concurrence letters from the WDNR before relying on such determinations and delineations and may expect 
that wetland issues should not be the cause of delays in state waterway and wetland permit decisions. 
 
The wetland boundary staked in the field by R.A. Smith National, Inc. is a professional finding based on accepted 
USACE and WDNR methodology at the time the wetlands were delineated.  This wetland delineation field work 
and report is not intended to meet the requirements of an SEWRPC Environmental Corridor, WDNR Endangered 
Species Review, a navigability determination, or the location of either the Ordinary High Water Mark or 
floodplain.  
 
Wetlands and waterways that are considered waters of the U.S. are subject to regulation under Section 404 of the 
Clean Water Act (CWA) and the jurisdictional regulatory authority lies with the USACE.  Additionally, the 
WDNR has regulatory authority over wetlands, navigable waters, and adjacent lands under Chapters 30 and 281 
Wisconsin State Statutes, and Wisconsin Administrative Codes NR 103, 299, 350, and 353.  In addition, the 
USACE and WDNR have jurisdictional authority to determine which features are exempt including stormwater 
ponds and conveyance features. If the client proposes to modify an existing stormwater feature, an Artificial 
Determination Exemption would need to be submitted.  See the form on the WDNR Wetland Identification 
website (fee involved) http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/wetlands/identification.html.  Furthermore, municipalities, 
townships and counties may have local zoning authority over certain areas or types of wetland and waterways. 
The determination that a wetland or waterway is subject to regulatory jurisdiction is made independently by the 
agencies.  
 
Any activity in the delineated wetland may require U.S. Army Corps of Engineers permits and State of Wisconsin 
Department of Natural Resources Water Quality Certification, and local government permits.  If the Client 
proceeds to change, modify or utilize the property in question without obtaining authorization from the 
appropriate regulatory agency, it will be done at the Client’s own risk and R.A. Smith National, Inc shall not be 
responsible or liable for any resulting damages.  
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Appendix 1: Figures 
 
Figure 1: USGS Map/Site Location Map 
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Student Input QuesƟ onnaire

1

4

2

5

3

6

How old are you? What do you like to do when you play?

What games do you like to play when you play outside? Who do you like to play with? 

What kind of things do you play with outside? Where do you like to play?

Age Frequency of Response
<5 1
5-9 4

10-12 5
13-15 1
<15 0

Ac  vity Type Frequency of Response
Imagina  ve 3

Sports-based 3
Game Play (tag/chase) 2

Independent 1
Group-based 1
Construc  ve 4

Nature explora  on 0
Sedentary 4

Equipment-based 2
Other 1

Game Type Frequency of Response
Imagina  ve 1

Sports-based 4
Game Play (tag/chase) 4

Independent 6
Group-based 0
Construc  ve 3

Nature explora  on 3
Sedentary 1

Other 0

Person Frequency of Response
Friend 5

Classmate 0
Parent/Guardian 5

Sibling 3
Other rela  ve 2

Solitary 1
Other (dogs) 1

Type Frequency of Response
Team sports equip 4

Nature objects 3
Individual equip 5

Water-based equip 1
Trails 1
Other 2

Loca  on Frequency of Response
Outdoors 5

Forts/Structures 1
Trails 1
Parks 2

Equipment 4
Other 2
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Student Input QuesƟ onnaire

7 8

9

Who plays with you? What is your favorite thing to do outside?

If you could change one thing about where you play now, what would it be?

Ac  vity Type Frequency of Response
Imagina  ve 0

Sports-based 2
Game Play (tag/chase) 1

Independent 3
Group-based 0
Construc  ve 1

Nature explora  on 1
Other 2

Change Frequency of Response
New/be  er Equip 7

Infrastructure 1

Person Frequency of Response
Friend 5

Classmate 0
Parent/Guardian 2

Sibling 3
Other rela  ve 3
Other (dogs) 3
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Parent/Guardian Input QuesƟ onnaire

1 2

3

Circle the age group of your child: How o  en does your child visit a park?

How o  en does your child engage in outdoor play? 4 Where does your child engage in outdoor play?

5 What is the most important variable for your child in 
outdoor play areas or playgrounds?

6 What are the things you like least about play areas/
playgrounds?

Age Frequency of Response
5-9 5

10-12 4
13-15 2
<15 1

Frequency of Visits Frequency of Response
Daily 3

Several  mes/week 3
Weekly 2

Once every few weeks 1
Monthly 1

Rarely or never 0

Frequency Frequency of Response
Daily 9

Several  mes/week 0
Weekly 0
Rarely 0
Never 0

Loca  on Frequency of Response
School 1
Parks 1

Home/backyard 9
Daycare 0
Other 0

Variable Frequency of Response
Unique design 1

Variety of ac  vi  es 7
Crea  ve opps 1

Size 1
Natural looking 1
Hiding places 0

Proximity to home 4
Accessible 0

Age-appropriate spaces 4
Secure 0

Ac  ve play 1
Challenging 2

Kids have fun 2
Other 2

Variable Frequency of Response
Lack of visibility 1

Not age appropriate 1
Lack of shade 2

Type of equipment 0
Fencing 0

Maintenance issues 6
Not age separated 1

Safety concerns 3
Lack of restrooms 7

Other 0
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Parent/Guardian Input QuesƟ onnaire(ConƟ nued)

8 What other reasons do you have for visi  ng a play 
area/playground with your child?

9 Does your child prefer to play inside or outside?

10 What does your child play with most o  en at home?

11 Who does your child play with most o  en?

12 What game(s) does your child play most o  en?

14 What park(s) does your child visit most o  en now? Why?

13 How would you characterize your child’s play?

7 When your child visits a play area/playground what 
ac  vi  es do you recall them engaging in the most?

Variable Frequency of Response
Playing on equip 7

Play around equip 4
Socializing 4
Exploring 3

Building/construc  ng 1
Other 2

Reasons Frequency of Response
Picnic/snack 4

Read 0
Meet a play group 5

Sport 3
Ride a bike 5
Walk a dog 3

Other 0

Loca  on Frequency of Response
Inside 3

Outside 9

The most common response to this ques  on was Legos, followed by video games or other toys. At home 
nature-based or even art-based play was uncommon.

Siblings or neighbors were the most frequently cited playmates, followed by parents or guardians and pets.

Sport based or recrea  onal strategy-based games were most cited.

Play Type Frequency of Response
Imagina  ve 4

Sports-based 3
Game-based 7
Independent 2
Group-based 3

Building/Construc  ve 2
Other 0

Parks listed: Caledonia Conservancy, Crawford Park, Castle Park, Grant Park, Armstrong Park, Caledonia Dog 
Park, Franklin Park, Petrifi ed Springs Park, various walking trails, Pleasant View Park, Franklin Park. 

The most common reason cited for visi  ng a park was because of its proximity to home.
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We were able to collect responses for 12 
students during the input event. During 
the event we collected input from children 
ranging in ages from 3-14. We were also able 
to solicit input from parents or guardians.

The input strategies were to interview 
students as well as any parents or guardians 
while students drew their impressions or 
desires for a ‘fun’ playground. 

Although, student par  cipants described 
themselves as desiring to play with others 
but fi nding they play by themselves, parent 
and guardian observa  ons indicated that 
the children par  cipants did like to play with 
others. 

Having other children around or to play with 
was iden  fi ed by students and parents as 
important.

Engaging in play was iden  fi ed by students 
and parents are more signifi cant than the 
play se   ng.  

Drawings of desirable playgrounds that 
students prepared during their interviews 
overwhelming exhibited a preference for 
play equipment, but nature and natural 
features were key in nearly all drawings.  
If the drawings were abstracted the key 
componenents that come out are: 
• A variety of place with varying heights;
• Places to play collec  vely and 

independently;
• Places that challenged their own sense of 

their physical abili  es;
• Places to physically act out or role play 

ac  ve imagina  ve games;
• Places that can accomodate mul  ple types 

of games with varying degrees of diffi  culty.

It appears from responses by both groups 
that parks are generally regarded for ac  ve 
play.

Parks are a signifi cant social outlet and place 
to develop socializa  on skills as iden  fi ed by 
students and parents. 

Comments



Parking should accommodate 1-4 horse trailers and 5-30 

cars. Meeting attendees expressed a strong preference 
for a stone or gravel parking lot. There was some interest 
in pervious paver systems. Responses demonstrated a 
strong preference for low-maintenance parking that can be 
maintained “in house” by staff. Infiltration was preferred 
to treatment, but photo preferences suggested that a 
combination of permeable parking surface and bioswales 
or rain gardens for treatment of runoff might be desirable.

A rustic parking lot that is open to the public without 
delineated parking spots was preferred over a more 
improved parking condition. The parking should be available 
year-round and should not be prone to occasional flooding. 
The parking lot does not need to be lit. Preferences for both 
small, dispersed parking and a large, centralized parking lot 
suggests that a combination of the two approaches may be 
warranted. For example, a large parking lot may be provided 
near a visitor center or gathering space, with smaller lots 
located at trailheads.

Trails should have a rustic character and remain relatively 
narrow and unlit. Gravel and stone were the most 
commonly preferred surface material. Preferences for dirt, 
boardwalk, and grass trails were almost evenly split between 
participants, with some strongly in favor and some opposed. 
Of the two pictures showing boardwalk experiences, 
participants overwhelmingly preferred the image showing 
a narrower width and lower railings. Conversations at the 
meeting suggested that dirt and grass trails may be liked for 
their rustic experience, but that there are concerns about 
on-going maintenance that would need to be addressed for 
these trail types.

Trails should be marked and  should remain low maintenance. 
Respondents overwhelmingly thought they should be ADA 
accessible “In Places”, suggesting a preference for a variety 
of difficulty levels throughout the trail system. A loop system 
was suggested at the meeting as a way of uniting a diverse 
offering of trail types. Trail uses might include horse back 
riding, walking, jogging, casual biking, and a discovery trail.

During the meeting participants indicated a preference for 
separated but “side by side” uses. Worksheet responses 
showed ambivalence over whether uses should be 
separated, with a slight preference for combined uses.
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Preferred Images

Preferred Materials & Outcomes

Meeting attendees expressed interest in a way-finding 
system that consists of an entrance sign and/or orientation 
sign, maps illustrating pedestrian and horse trails, and 
midtrail orientation markers. Educational content was also 
desired in places along the trail. 

Wood was the most preferred material, followed by stone. 
There was a strong preference for permanent signs. There 
was no strong preference for whether signs would be 
manufactured or built in-house. They do not need to be lit.

Wayfinding

Small informal gathering spaces with a natural aesthetic 
were preferred over larger and more elaborate designs. 
Stone and wood were the most popular building materials. 

Gathering space should be multi-purpose rather than 
focused on a specific educational activity. There was an 
interest in making gathering spaces at the Conservancy 
available for corporate retreats. Desirable amenities 
identified by participants included bathrooms, picnic 
facilities, fireplaces, tables, electrical power, and water.

While picnic areas and a fire pit were preferred by 
participants, they were more divided on whether these 
spaces should include barbecue facilities. Most participants 
were strongly opposed to using gathering spaces for 
camping.

Preferred Images

Preferred Materials & Outcomes

Gathering
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Preferred Images

Preferred Materials & Outcomes

Meeting participants preferred open to semi-open 
structures made of wood or stone. While they preferred 
open architecture, they also expressed a strong desire for 
year-round access and functionality. The structure should 
also be low-maintenance. Participants were divided on 

whether the structure should be available to rent, whether 
there should be one main structure or several small 
dispersed structures, and whether the structures should be 
built by members. 

Structures

Participants generally preferred smaller, more low impact 
play elements as opposed to large playground features. 
Possible play elements preferred by participants included, 
slides, tunnels, turf, a rolling hill, hopping blocks, playtables, 
water, chimes, drums, and a climbing sculpture.

Participants preferred play elements made of wood. Any 
play surfaces should be mulched. Low maintenance was 
important, and play should focus on nature as opposed to 
learning. The most favored age group to target for nature 
play was 5-8 years old.

Preferred Images

Preferred Materials & Outcomes

Nature Play
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CALEDONIA CONSERVANCY  - CONCEPT PLAN
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CALEDONIA CONSERVANCY  - PROPOSED TRAILS
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